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Some Great Questions
of modern physics & astronomy:

What is the missing mass problem?
What is the dark matter?
Is it necessary to modify the law of gravity?

This course will address

a multiplicity of answers have been hypothesized,
of which at most one can be essentially correct.

First we will cover the empirical evidence that
indicates the existence of mass discrepancies
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Galaxy Cluster

3 distinct measures:  velocity dispersion, gravitational lensing, 
and hydrostatic equilibrium of X-ray gas

Zwicky 1933, 1937



Large Scale Structure

Need something to prompt structure formation - gravity + visible matter don’t suffice

Each dot is an entire galaxy



open

FuturePast

flat ΛCDMΩm ΩΛ

Coincidence/flatness problem:
why is the density parameter of order unity?



Pruning the tree

Baryonic Dark Matter

Many candidates:  
brown dwarfs
Jupiters
very faint stars
very cold molecular gas

warm (~105 K) ionized gas

Can usually figure out a way to detect 
them:  most have been ruled out.



Pruning the tree

Hot Dark Matter  (HDM)

Obvious candidate:  
neutrinos

neutrinos got mass!...
...but not enough.  

Also
- neutrinos suppress structure formation
- can’t crowd together closely enough

(phase space constraint)



Some new particle, usually assumed to be
WIMPs (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle)
don’t interact electromagnetically, so very dark. 

Two big motivations:

1) total mass outweighs normal mass from BBN

2) needed to grow cosmic structure

Pruning the tree

Cold Dark Matter  (CDM)



(1) There’s more dark 
mass than baryons.

Ωm ≈ 6Ωb

From cosmology

From dynamics

or equivalently, the 
baryon fraction

fb = 0.17

The gravitating mass 
density exceeds the baryon 
density from Big Bang 
Nucleosynthesis (BBN)



(2) There isn’t enough time to form the observed
cosmic structures from the smooth initial conditions unless 

there is a component of mass independent of photons.

t = 3.8 x 105 yr t = 1.4 x 1010 yr

very smooth:  δρ/ρ ~ 10-5 very lumpy:  δρ/ρ ~ 1

δρ/ρ ∝ t2/3

These considerations made CDM the dominant paradgim



Only requirement to be CDM is

- dynamically cold (slow moving)
- non-baryonic (no E&M interactions)

could be
WIMPS

(or some other particle)
or

Black Holes
(masses of ~ 105 M⨀ conceivable)

WIMPs are considered the odds-on favorite CDM 
candidate because of the so-called `WIMP miracle’: 
the relic density of a new weakly interacting 
particle is about right to explain the mass density.



In the very early universe



Can imagine other candidates as well:

Warm DM
Self-interacting DM

etc.

Lots of particle candidates for CDM:

WIMPs
Axions

Light dark matter
wimpzillas

etc.

All of these ideas require a new “dark sector” beyond the known physics of the 
Standard Model. Some require complex dark sectors, with new forces as well as 

new particles (i.e., new forces of nature that only interact in the dark sector, 
e.g., dark E&M mediated by dark photons.)



?

“Graphical representation of the (incomplete) landscape of candidates.” (arXiv:1310.8642)

Indeed, the list of candidates 
continues to grow



Both (1) and (2) hold only when gravity is normal.

Leaves room to consider modifications of dynamical 
laws (e.g., gravity or inertia) as alternatives to dark 
matter.

Two big motivations for CDM:

1) total mass outweighs normal mass from BBN

2) needed to grow cosmic structure



Can exclude length-scale based modifications
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Radius where dynamical mass is double luminous mass



Modified dynamical theories

MOND (Modified Newtonian Dynamics) [Milgrom]
can be interpreted as either a modification of gravity or of inertia

modification at a critical acceleration scale
a0 ~ 10-10 m/s/s

MOND has had a surprising amount of predictive success,
but there is no clear relativistic extension as yet

Others?
It is not easy to build a theory that is consistent with all 
known facts. It is also not easy to explain the predictive 

successes of MOND in terms of dark matter. 



An Ancient and Intractable Problem

• The missing mass problem has been with us since at 
least the work of Oort and Zwicky in the 1930s


• The issue took off in the 1970s; considerable effort has 
been lavished on it since then


• Despite decades of experimental searches, no clear 
detections of dark matter have been obtained to date.


